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DISCLAIMER

The views of the author of this presentation are those of the author 
and do not represent Agency policy or endorsement.

Mention of trade names of commercial products should not be 
interpreted as an endorsement by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency.
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Purpose

Provide clarification of some of the misunderstandings about the 
approach used by the EPA Superfund site remediation program by 
focusing on misstatements about the Superfund approach that the 
author has encountered from radiation professionals.
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Brief Overview of 
Superfund Approach to Radiation

Superfund program selects cleanup levels for radioactive 
contamination at sites generally using cancer risk (e.g., 10-4 to 
10-6), rather than millirem or millisieverts.  Superfund uses:
»slope factors when estimating cancer risk from radioactive 

contaminants, instead of converting from millirem. Current slope 
factors are based on risk coefficients in Federal Guidance 13 
using ICRP107 data. 

»10-6 as a point of departure and establishes Preliminary 
Remediation Goals (PRGs) at 1 x 10-6. PRGs, not based on other 
environmental standards known as Applicable or Relevant and 
Appropriate Requirements (ARARs), are risk-based.
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How to Address Radiation in a Chemical 
Program?

With only approximately 66 radioactively contaminated NPL sites out 
of 1,789 total, the focus of the Superfund remedial program has been 
on chemicals.

Question: How best address radiation?
Answer: Address radiation in a consistent manner with chemicals, 

except to account for the technical differences posed by radiation.
»Radiation easily fits within Superfund framework
»Improves public confidence by taking mystery out of radiation
»Radioactively contaminated NPL sites also have chemical 

contamination
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CERCLA Risk and Dose Online Calculators
Human Health - Radiological

Cancer risk (1 x 10-6)
PRG (soil, water and air) 2002
BPRG (inside buildings) 2007
SPRG (outside surfaces) 2009

RVISL (radon intrusion) 2021

Human Health - Chemical
RSL (soil, water, and air) 2008
WTC document (inside buildings) 2003
VISL (vapor intrusion) 2018

Dose (millirem per year)
DCC (soil, water and air) 2004
BDCC (inside buildings) 2010
SDCC (outside surfaces) 2010
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Incorrect Assertions About EPA Superfund 
Program’s Approach for Radiation

But often I encounter incorrect assertions about EPA’s approach 
for addressing radioactively contaminated sites.  Similar incorrect 
assertions:
»Appear in journal articles
»Are told to EPA personnel (from regional staff to senior 

management) or said in public meetings
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Incorrect Assertions

1. EPA’s approach of addressing radiation and chemicals in a 
similar approach has not received any outside high- level review, 
either:
»Risk management/policy review
»Scientific review

2. EPA risk assessment models have not been peer reviewed
3. EPA is not using sound science
4. EPA’s risk models result in dramatically different results from 

other models assessing the same scenario
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Incorrect Assertions, continued.

5. EPA is using population risk modelling incorrectly
6. EPA’s risk models are only for screening
7. EPA’s cleanup level is 12 or 15 mrem/yr [0.12 or 0.15 mSv/yr]

On the remaining slides I will briefly refute these incorrect 
assertions that continue to be made.

Hopefully, this will clear up some of the continuing confusion.
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First Incorrect Assertion

The EPA Superfund approach of addressing 
Chemical and Radioactive contamination 

in a consistent manner 
has not received high level review
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Summary of Response to Incorrect Assertion

This misconception is usually made from individuals not aware of 
various high-level reports from:
»Presidential/Congressional Blue-Ribbon committee
»National Academy of Science (NAS)
»Science Advisory Board (SAB )
»ISCORS (federal agency consensus group)
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Blue-ribbon committee

The Presidential/Congressional Commission on Risk Assessment 
and Risk Management developed a 1997 report to Congress on 
the appropriate uses of risk assessment and risk management in 
Federal regulatory programs.

Final Report Volume 2 issued 1997, Risk Assessment and Risk 
Management In Regulatory Decision-Making recommended:
»Radiation and chemicals should be addressed consistently, 

particularly when co-located.
»Superfund should continue to use the 10-4 to 10-6 cancer risk 

range and reasonably anticipated land use
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Blue-ribbon committee screen shots (pp 82, 122)
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National Academy of Science (NAS)

1999 NAS report “Evaluation of Guidelines for Exposures to 
Technologically Enhanced Naturally Occurring Radioactive 
Materials.”
»NAS compared EPA’s approach for risk assessment (slope 

factors) and NRC’s approach (use EDE then convert to risk)
—NAS found EPA’s approach methodologically more rigorous 

for assessing risks from chronic exposure to radionuclides. 
»Compared EPA and NRC risk management approaches and 

determined differences were a matter of policy and not science, 
and should reflect societal values
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NAS screenshots on comparison of NRC/EPA risk 
assessment approach (pg 222)
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NAS screenshots on comparison of NRC/EPA risk 
assessment approach (pg 234)
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EPA Science Advisory Board (SAB)

In 1992 the EPA SAB sent a letter to the EPA Administrator 
“Commentary on Harmonizing Chemical and Radiation Risk-
Reduction Strategies.”  The SAB:  
»SAB acknowledged that EPA guidance for Superfund sites, 

including DOE sites under CERCLA, would use a consistent 
risk-based approach for addressing radiation and chemical 
contamination in both risk assessment methodology and 
cleanup levels (e.g., no more than 10-4 cancer risk).  

»SAB viewed the harmonization of radionuclides to the chemical 
approach as scientifically valid.
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SAB screenshots (pg 9)
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SAB screenshots (pp 10, 12)
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Interagency Steering Committee on Radiation 
Standards (ISCORS) Report

A 2002 report by ISCORS entitled “A Method for Estimating 
Radiation Risk from Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE).” 
Report was approved by EPA, NRC, DOE, DOD, and other federal 
agencies.  

The ISCORS report stated:
»The simple method of converting dose to risk is insufficient for a 

complex risk assessment such as those for CERCLA sites.
»Recommendation to use slope factors when a complex risk 

assessment is needed for assessing radionuclides, such as at a 
CERCLA sites.
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ISCORS screenshot (pg 1) 
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Second Incorrect Assertion

EPA Superfund Radiation Risk Assessment 
Models have not been peer reviewed
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EPA Risk Assessment calculators (models)
Peer and Verification Reviews

Each of the 4 models for radiation risk assessment at Superfund 
sites (PRG, BPRG, SPRG, and RVISL) models for risk 
assessment have undergone independent external peer and 
verification review.
»Based on EPA document “Guidance on the 

Development, Evaluation, and Application of 
Environmental Models”

»Additional automatic computer verification occurs
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Summary of Peer/Verification reviews and 
Nightly Computer checks for each EPA calculator

Type of Peer or Verification Review 
and Nightly Automatic Computer 
Verification Checks

Number of Peer and Verification Reviews and 
Type of Computer Checks for each Calculator

PRG BRPG SPRG RVISL Total
Independent External Peer Review 2 1 1 1 5
Non-Independent External Peer Review 4 1 2 2 9
Independent External Verification Review 3 1 0 1 5
Internal Verification Review 10 5 2 1 18
Auto check of default and site-specific runs 2
Auto check of default runs (since 2019) 4
Auto check of links 4
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EPA Risk Assessment calculators (models)
Peer and Verification review, continued.

External reviews of each calculator 
are provided on “HOME” page, 
in “Welcome” section, 
third paragraph.

See PRG calculator screenshots on
the right and following pages as an
example.
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EPA Risk Assessment calculators (models)
Peer and Verification review, continued.
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EPA Risk Assessment calculators (models)
Peer review, continued.
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EPA Risk Assessment calculators (models)
External Verification review
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EPA Risk Assessment calculators (models)
Internal Verification review
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Third Incorrect Assertion

EPA is not using Sound Science in its 
Superfund Radiation Risk Assessment 

Models
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Sound Science - EPA working with DOE ORNL

EPA has an IAG with DOE’s ORNL to develop, and to keep 
updated based on new science and EPA policies, EPA’s risk 
(PRG, BPRG, SPRG), dose (DCC, BDCC, SDCC), and radon 
intrusion (RVISL which includes, risk, dose, and WL) assessment 
calculators.
»The Center for Radiation Protection Knowledge, which is part of 

ORNL's Environmental Sciences Division, manages this work
»During development of the PRG and DCC calculators, Keith 

Eckerman, recipient of the 12th Swedish Royal Academy Gold 
Medal, led this program
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Sound Science - EPA working with DOE ORNL, 
continued.

K. Z. Morgan, director of ORNL's Health Physics Division and an 
early recipient of the Swedish Royal Academy Gold Medal for 
Radiation Protection, started the ORNL Dosimetry Research 
Program in the 1950s. 
»Since its inception, the ORNL Dosimetry Research Program has 

provided the national and international scientific communities 
with models and data required to estimate radiation doses and 
risks establish exposure guidelines for radionuclides

EPA works with ORNL to bring this knowledge of sound science 
on radiation to appropriately address radiation within the 
Superfund framework.
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Sound Science - EPA working with DOE ORNL, 
continued.

ORNL issues ORNL Technical Manuals and other publications in 
support of the EPA Superfund calculators.
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Fourth Incorrect Assertion

EPA Superfund Radiation Risk Assessment 
models are very conservative compared to 

other models 
(particularly the United Kingdom’s approach)
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General Response to Incorrect Assertions

Sometimes incorrect assertions are made that the EPA PRG 
calculators are ultra conservative compared to some other model.

This misconception is often because users are not accounting for 
different risk management frameworks or conceptual site models.
»Default target risk in PRG calculators is 1 x 10-6, not 25 mrem/yr 

(approximately 5 x 10-4) or 100 mrem/yr (2 x 10-3)
»Defaults in PRG tools are intended for consistency with chemical 

models for CERCLA, not rad models for other laws or countries
—PRG calculator receptor is a highly exposed individual 

(Reasonable Maximum Exposure Scenario) not average 
individual (e.g., average member of the critical group)
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UK comparison -- An example of an incorrect 
comparison of PRG tools with another model

It’s been asserted that the UK cleanup of Po-210 after the 
Litvinenko poisoning incident allowed concentrations over 900,000
times higher than those allowed by EPA’s PRG calculator. This 
was in a 2023 letter to editor of HPS journal. Similar recent claims:
»In 2022 ANS webinar and HPS letter, claim was UK allowed 

over 19,000 times higher than Superfund PRG calculators.
»At HPS 2021, it was claimed UK allowed  28,329 times higher 

There are several problems with these assertion that make them 
incorrect, which I will discuss over several slides.
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UK comparison – issues with how UK cleanup 
concentrations were described 

These claims correctly cite part of the UK cleanup level for Po-210 
of 10 Bq/cm2 to equate to 1 mSv (100 mrem).  This was for fixed 
contamination. The other claim did not have supporting 
information.

These claims do not include the UK cleanup level for P0-210 of 
removable contamination, which was non-detect or 0 Bq/cm2.
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UK comparison – Issues with how the EPA tools 
are used in these claims

The letter-to-editor writer ran the wrong tool, the SPRG calculator 
for a scenario of dust on roadways.

He also used only the results from eating the dust, and picked an 
output option (Secular Equilibrium) that does not account for decay 
as if the contamination were to be replenished.

The writer also used as a target risk level, the more stringent end 
(1 x 10-6) of the risk range rather than the more typical highest 
allowed (1 x 10-4).
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Comparing our BPRG runs

The letter-to-editor writer got a concentration of 0.000011 Bq/cm2

for Po-210 at a risk level of 1 x 10-6 (which is a DeMinimus risk 
level).

Using the typical upper bound target risk level of 1 x 10-4, and a  
BPRG output option that accounts for decay, the Po-210 
concentrations I got are:
»Settled dust 0.0172 Bq/cm2

»3D/Fixed 42,200,000,000 Bq/cm2
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Comparing/Contrast My BPRG Run with UK EA 
cleanup concentration

A simple comparison between the UK and EPA approaches would 
indicate the UK is more stringent for both fixed/3D and mobile/dust 
contamination.

Fixed/3D Mobile/Dust
UK 10 Bq/cm2 non detect
EPA 42,200,000,000 Bq/cm2 0.0172 Bq/cm2
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Comparing/Contrast My BPRG Run with UK EA 
cleanup concentration, continued

My analysis is extremely superficial, since it is comparing results 
and not the underlying input parameters that are used.
»BPRG inputs were intended for consistency with World Trade 

Center cleanup and some updates in EPA’s Exposure Factors 
Handbook, not consistency with UK.
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Conclusion on fourth incorrect assertion

A lesson should you draw from these inaccurate Superfund/UK 
risk/dose Po-210 comparisons is to view such analyses skeptically 
when they are not conducted by the people in those programs 
since they may not understand either program.
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Fifth Incorrect Assertion

EPA Superfund Radiation Risk Assessment 
approach is incorrectly using 

population risk estimates
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Background on Incorrect assertion

Fifth misconception is that Superfund is using estimates of cancer 
cases across a population to select cleanup levels. 
»It has been claimed that Superfund’s policy for risk-based 

cleanup is directly going against the recommendation by the 
United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic 
Radiation (UNSCEAR) to not estimate population effects from 
low level exposure to radiation
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What UNSCEAR said

2012, UNSCEAR recommended against the practice of basing 
population risk from lower exposures in “Sources, Effects, and 
Risks of Ionizing Radiation.” 
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What Superfund does – see Radiation Risk 
Assessment: Q&A (2014)

Superfund RME scenario for establishing risk-based cleanup 
levels. This is a high-end estimate of individual risk. 

Population risk is generally not used in Superfund risk 
assessments or to establish cleanup levels. 
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Many Federal Regulatory Process Must Evaluate 
Population Risk

While Superfund decisions are based on RME not population risk, 
there are federal regulatory decisions made using population risk.

Since 1970s, federal agencies consider the costs and benefits of 
most regulations under development that would be expected to 
have large economic effects. 
»Evaluating number of cancer cases or deaths caused by cancer 

avoided by different proposed alternatives under consideration.
»This would require evaluating population health effects. 
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White House Executive Orders 

Cost-benefit analysis of regulations is required by two Executive 
Orders (EO) issued by the White House.
»E.O. 12866 “Regulatory Planning and Review” (9/30/1993)
»E.O. 13563 “Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review” 

(1/18/2011)
An UNSCEAR recommendation

does NOT overrule EO’s.
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Sixth Incorrect Assertion

EPA Superfund Radiation Risk Assessment 
Models are only to be used for “Screening”
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Response to the Incorrect Assertion that PRG 
calculators are only for “Screening”

The misconception that EPA’s PRG calculators are intended only for 
screening can occur when someone does not understand:
»the role of screening and preliminary remediation goals (PRGs) in 

risk and dose assessment for Superfund sites
»the role of the PRG calculator for radionuclides and RSL 

calculator for chemicals in screening and/or PRGs vs risk 
assessment

»how does this Superfund approach differ from “screening” in the 
NRC world
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NCP (1990 Regulatory Language)

40 CFR Section 300.430(e)(2)(i).
»Develop PRGs based on readily available information
»Modify PRGs as necessary as more info becomes available
»Select final remediation goals in the ROD
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Role of the Baseline Risk Assessment in 
Superfund Remedy Decisions (1991 guidance)

PRGs developed early in the process based on readily available 
information such as ARARs, 10-6 cancer risk or HI of 1.

PRGs may be modified by the results of a baseline risk 
assessment by info such as clarifying exposure pathways or 
multiple contaminants or pathways.

Final decision may modify PRGs based on waste management 
strategy.
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Soil Screening Guidance
User Guide (1996 for chemicals)

Screening means identifying and defining areas, radionuclides, 
and conditions, at a particular site that do not require further 
Federal attention. 

Soil Screening Levels can be used as PRGs.
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Soil Screening Guidance for Radionuclides:
User Guide (2000)

Screening means identifying and defining areas, radionuclides, 
and conditions, at a particular site, that do not require further 
Federal attention. 

Soil Screening Levels can be used as PRGs.
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Soil Screening Guidance 
Technical Background Document (1996 chem)

Part 3 of the TBD included additional, more complicated models 
for more detailed assessments that include:
»9 Soil to Groundwater models
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Soil Screening Guidance for Radionuclides
Technical Background Document (2000)

Part 3 of SSG for radionuclides TBD included additional more 
complicated models for more detailed assessments that include:
»5 Soil to Groundwater models
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Radiation Risk Assessment at CERCLA Sites: 
Q&A (2014) 

Use PRG calculator for determining SSLs for screening purposes.
For generic assessments use defaults in PRG and DCC 

calculators.
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Radiation Risk Assessment at CERCLA Sites: 
Q&A (2014) continued

Use PRG and DCC calculators for risk and dose assessments.
»PRG/DCC consistent with how chemicals are assessed under 

CERCLA
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So Where is the Confusion???

Probably some are more used to the NRC approach to modeling.
Some users may think NRC approach to modeling is transferable 

over to CERCLA sites.
»IT IS NOT
»Next few slides quote some NRC policies
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NRC Consolidated Decommissioning Guidance
Characterization, Survey, and Determination of Radiological Criteria

NRC uses DandD code for screening dose assessments for soil 
and building surfaces.

NRC does NOT use DandD for site-specific dose analysis.
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NRC Consolidated Decommissioning Guidance
continued

NRC accepts for screening, concentrations in tables for soil and 
buildings based on DandD, or a modelling run using DandD.
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NRC Consolidated Decommissioning Guidance
continued

For site-specific analysis, RESRAD and RESRAD Build are 
recommended by NRC.
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The NRC approach is NOT relevant to CERCLA 
risk or dose assessment

EPA, for CERCLA, uses the same models (e.g., PRG, RSL, DCC 
calculators) for chemical risk assessment and radiological risk and 
dose assessment.
»Both for generic screening and site-specific assessments

NRC uses two different models for generic screening (D&D) and 
site-specific (RESRAD) for dose assessments.

Both EPA and NRC allow for other models, but they must be 
reviewed and approved by staff.
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What to Do?

Use the CERCLA approach when conducting screening and risk 
assessments at CERCLA sites.
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Conclusion for incorrect assertions 5 & 6

Both incorrect assertions 5 and 6 seem to be based on people 
confusing Superfund with either:
»NRC’s decommissioning program, or
»Other Federal government regulatory programs
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Seventh Incorrect Assertion

EPA’s Superfund cleanup standard is 
12 or 15 mrem/yr [0.12 or 0.15 mSv/yr]
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Response to the incorrect assertion that EPA’s 
cleanup standard is 12 or 15 mrem/yr

The misconception that the EPA’s cleanup levels for radioactively 
contaminated sites began in the 1990’s.

In the 1997 guidance document “Establishment of Cleanup Levels 
for CERCLA Sites with Radioactive Contamination” 
»EPA stated that cleanup levels for radionuclides not based on an 

ARAR should use the 10-4 to 10-6 cancer risk range. 
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1997 guidance - screenshots
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1997 guidance – screenshots, continued.

There was one paragraph that meant users could also conduct a 
dose assessment in addition to a risk assessment
»Even in the sentence referring to 15 mrem/yr, the footnote states 

the cleanup level must still achieve 10-4 to 10-6 risk range
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1999 Rad Risk Assessment Q&A clarifies policy

The EPA 1999 guidance document “Radiation Risk Assessment At 
CERCLA Sites: Q & A”, provided guidance that:
»dose assessments should only be conducted under CERCLA 

where necessary to demonstrate ARAR compliance, and 
»dose-based ARARs should be 15 millirems per year or less to 

be considered protective.
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1999 transmittal memo and guidance -
screenshots
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1999 transmittal memo and guidance –
screenshots, continued
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2014 guidance

In 2014, EPA updated the guidance document “Radiation Risk 
Assessment At CERCLA Sites: Q & A.”  The 2014 version 
continued to provide guidance that dose assessments should only 
be conducted under CERCLA where necessary to demonstrate 
ARAR compliance
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2014 guidance, continued

The 2014 guidance made a 
revision that dose-based ARARs
should now be 12 mrem/yr or 
less to be considered protective 
based on newer science in 
Federal Guidance 13.
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2014 guidance, continued

The 2014 guidance made the following revisions:
»risk-based cleanup levels and risk assessments should now be 

developed using the PRG calculators, and
»a newly developed consultation process should now be followed 

if use of an alternative model was justified.
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2014 guidance, continued screenshots
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Conclusion for incorrect assertion 7

Incorrect assertion 7 seems to be based on people continuing to 
misread a 1997 guidance document. 

To understand the EPA CERCLA approach users should read the 
2014 guidance and the clarification in the 1999 transmittal memo.
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For More Information

For further information or questions:
»Stuart Walker

—Phone:  (202) 566-1148
—Email:  Walker.Stuart@epa.gov
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